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Students are also split when deciding whether they would be willing to fight to support 
the space and feel that it should be better utilized. 
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Introduction 
Attending a college or university is considered one of the most important parts of 
the American experience. Institutions of higher education are a way for students to step 
into their independence, learn more about the world around them in a multitude of ways, 
and meet people they may never meet otherwise. This experience is seen as a time of 
exploration and growth, where students of all backgrounds can grow and change into 
knowledgeable working adults.  Along with their students, universities are also constantly 
growing and changing spaces that adapt to the students they serve. They are meant to 
fulfill the needs of every person who enrolls or does work there, and in many cases, they 
do. They provide areas to study, learn, do research, and meet supportive staff in order to 
create a place where students can learn more about the world around them and make it a 
better place. Even with many of these resources built in, many students find themselves 
still searching for a place to belong and feel secure on their campus, looking for 
validation and inclusion on campuses that are often large and varied places. This is 
especially true for African-American students, who bring different feelings about the way 
that universities see them because in the past, they were not allowed in many of these 
schools at all. 
There was a time when many students were prohibited from attending universities 
because of race, gender, or other political, social, or economic factors that differentiated 
them from another group. One of these ostracized groups was African-Americans. After a 
long battle to be admitted into United States’ universities, they were then met with the 
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struggle of finding their place on a college campus. Through the “separate but equal” 
law established in 1896 through the Plessy v. Ferguson decision, segregation was legal as 
long as there were equal facilities for both races. A court determined that there was not an 
equal alternative in the law school at the historically black North Carolina Central 
University, so the first black students at UNC were admitted to the School of Law in 
1951 (UNC Center for the Study of the American South & UNC University Libraries, 
2015).  After the Brown v. Board of Education decision in 1954 banned segregation in 
public schools, federal courts mandated that black undergraduate students be admitted, 
and the first three were males who matriculated in 1955 (UNC Center for the Study of the 
American South & UNC University Libraries, 2015). Enrollment for black students 
remained low at UNC, with only four black freshmen in 1960 and eighteen in 1963 (UNC 
Center for the Study of the American South & UNC University Libraries, 2015).  
As minorities, students often felt as if they were alone and did not have a place 
where they could truly experience comfort at school. Carrie Abramson, a student before 
the Sonja Haynes Stone Center was built, said in an interview that there was a need for a 
stronger sense of community at Carolina, and that there was not a space for blacks to 
congregate and for whites to learn about blacks (Southern Historical Collection, 1999). 
They desired a space to interact with people who shared the feelings and struggles of 
being a black student on campus and in the United States in general. These feelings were 
expressed through a wave of movements across the country, urging university 
administrators to create physical spaces for black students to socialize and interact with 
other black students and celebrate black culture through history, research, and gatherings. 
The Black Cultural Center at UNC was established in 1988 as a space within the student 
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union, but quickly outgrew its space and was approved for a freestanding site in 1993 
due to the urging of faculty, students, and staff that included sit-ins and a peaceful protest 
on the chancellor’s house (The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, 
; UNC Center for the Study of the American South & UNC University Libraries, 2015). 
After years of contention about the location and raising funds, the groundbreaking was 
held in 2001 and the building was physically completed in 2004 (UNC Center for the 
Study of the American South & UNC University Libraries, 2015). Along with these 
spaces also grew a rise in majors such as African, African-American, Africana, or Black 
Studies. The Afro-American Studies Curriculum at UNC Chapel Hill was started in 1969, 
and was a “curriculum” before eventually becoming a full department now known as 
African and African-American Diasporic Studies (Bass-Edwards, 1979).   
As these majors became part of college curriculums, there was also a need for 
libraries to collect materials that supported these disciplines and for students to have 
resources to access if they were curious about black culture. In some cases, these 
materials were located in the main libraries, but if they were given adequate resources, 
these materials would be placed within a special library, or a library within an on-campus 
black cultural center.  
Black cultural centers are now located on many campuses across the United 
States. The Mary Lou Williams Center for Black Culture at Duke University was founded 
in 1983, named after famous jazz musician who was an artist-in-residence at the 
university. Affectionately known as the Mary Lou or the Lou, the center is a safe, 
welcoming and supportive space that reflects the core values, culture, mission and 
perspectives of Duke’s Black community (Duke University, 2015). The Gaines/Oldham 
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Black Culture Center (GOBCC) is dedicated to providing social and educational 
programs that reflect the history, heritage and culture of the African Diaspora to all 
students, faculty, staff and the Mid-Missouri community (University of Missouri, 2015). 
The center was founded in 1972 and has always been a freestanding house, but moved to 
various locations before a 12,000 foot location was opened in 1998 after the protest of 
black students that the center was still pertinent (University of Missouri, 2015). Yale 
University’s Afro-America, renamed the Afro-America Cultural Center and nicknamed 
the “House”, was opened in 1969 after demands were made by the Black Student 
Alliance at Yale (Yale College, 2015). The “House” was seen as a home away from 
home and a locus for political, cultural, and social activities (Yale College, 2015). 
The libraries in some of these centers were used to support the new areas of study 
and to support students and faculty as they did research on black culture. They allow 
students to read and discover important figures of black history through novels and 
biographies, and learn more about the history of the members of the black diaspora. They 
also supported the black center itself whose missions often involve being a place of 
belonging and comfort for students.  As the years progress, black centers and the libraries 
within them are constantly being questioned about their legitimacy, especially in the face 
of choosing multicultural centers instead of centers focused on black culture (Stewart, 
2005).  It is important to continue evaluating these spaces from one of the largest 
stakeholders, the African-American students at a university, and seeing if they feel that 
the space is useful to their experience as a minority on a college campus. 
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Literature Review 
1.1 African-Americans as College Students 
Research has shown that while historically black colleges are perceived to provide 
supportive and nurturing environments designed to meet the needs of black and African-
American students, predominately white campuses can be perceived as discomforting and 
hostile by many black students (Stewart, 2005). The culture at many predominately white 
institutions can make black students feel isolated and alienated, causing them to engage 
in searching for cultural and personal identities while on campus (Patton, 2006a; Stovall, 
2005). Many black students only become fully aware of the cultural impact of being of 
African descent when they enter a predominately white college, where their academic 
curriculum is white-normed and culturally white oriented (Stovall, 2005).  The contrast 
between these mainstream norms and black and African-American culture may lead some 
students to experience isolation from their peers (Stovall, 2005).  
Along with these differences, white academic faculty often lower their 
expectations for black students, viewing black and African-American students from a 
deficit model with genetic inferiority, social disadvantages, pathological behavior, 
cultural deprivation, academic ineptness, and genetic lack of motivation as the main 
characteristics (Stovall, 2005). All of these issues combined mean that African-American 
students are constantly on guard and on the defensive (Stovall, 2005). Black and African-
American students who feel comfortable in and connected to their schools, and who feel 
that their culture is valued, perform better academically (Cooke, 2002). While there are 
various ways that black students search for this comfort and cultural acceptance, black 
students primarily seek out safe spaces and groups on campus, such as cultural centers, an 
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office of institutional equity, mentors, peer groups, or other support mechanisms 
(Patton, 2006b). If predominately white colleges are going to encourage more black 
students to attend and graduate from their universities, there need to provide these safe 
spaces that cater to these students’ needs and their academic development. 
 
1.2 African-American Student Use of University Libraries 
For African-American students, the library can represent a safe space. African-
American undergraduates use the academic library more than white students (Whitmire, 
2003). They also reported using the catalog or computers in the library occasionally, 
along with seeking the help of a librarian (Whitmire, 2003).  However, a greater 
percentage of African-American students (41%) reported occasionally finding material 
by browsing the stacks in the library, evidence that African-American students use the 
physical library space as a way of doing research (Whitmire, 2003). African-Americans 
also had higher percentages of occasionally checking out books (39%), and it was 
reported that students of color read more non-assigned books than their white 
counterparts. (Whitmire, 2003). These findings add to the need for a place to find 
materials of interest to African-Americans and their culture.  
Katopol addressed the issue that African-American students may not approach a 
reference desk because of stereotype threat, the fear that someone will view you through 
a negative stereotype or that you will do something to confirm the stereotype (Katopol, 
2014). This fear might prevent students from asking questions of the librarians they see in 
the main library, especially if the majority are white. If the research they are pursuing is 
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about a topic pertaining to African-Americans or other minority issues, they might feel 
that a librarian not of their race will find their work is unimportant or that they are asking 
a question they should already know the answer to (Katopol, 2014). This is important in 
that black students need to feel safe in library spaces as well as in the university as a 
whole, and interact with people they feel that they need to connect with. 
 
1.3 Black Culture Centers and their Libraries 
The Black Cultural Center on a university campus has many functions that have 
been documented in literature. Founded on the heels of the Civil Rights Movement, black 
cultural centers came at a time when African-Americans were wanting universities to 
integrate their unique culture into the larger university structure by creating these centers 
and starting black studies programs (Patton, 2006b). These centers became a safe space 
and a home away from home for African-American students (Patton, 2006a; Stewart, 
2005). Students can find people who are there to listen and who care about their well-
being, something that predominately white universities lack in comparison to their 
historically black counterparts (Patton, 2006a; Stewart, 2005). They also serve as an 
environment that promotes the empowerment of the African-American student, both 
personally and intellectually, through personal support and validation (Patton, 2006a; 
Stewart, 2005). Black cultural centers are places where students can have informal 
interaction with students, faculty, and staff, and can congregate without the scrutiny of 
their white peers (Stewart, 2005).  Students also use black cultural centers as a place to 
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discover more about their identity, especially when they cannot find these materials 
within their main university library (Patton, 2006a).  
The libraries within these institutions aid in that mission, particularly in the way 
that the black cultural center may be connected to the black studies department on 
campuses (Stovall, 2005).  There is little written on the libraries within these centers 
because many do not have separate structures for library materials. Some libraries of note 
include those at the Sonja Haynes Center for Black Culture at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, whose library is within a freestanding structure, contains 10,000 
volumes and is a branch of the main university library system (The Sonja Haynes Stone 
Center for Black Culture and History, ). Another is the African-American Media and 
Resource Center at North Carolina State University, whose collection supports the 
Africana Studies, Women’s and Gender Studies, and the Interdisciplinary Studies Course 
departments (The NC State African American Cultural Center, ). Finally, at Indiana 
University, black students protested the closing of the library within the Neal-Marshall 
Black Culture Center, saying that the closing library could dismantle the entire black 
center (Associated Press, 2006). All of these libraries are both seen as essential to the 
mission of the centers themselves, and support structures to the African-American 
experience on these campuses. 
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Research Question 
This study will look at African-American undergraduate students and their 
connection to the library within the black cultural center on their campus, as well as its 
importance to the black experience on a predominately white campus. Ultimately, the 
question is: Do African-American undergraduates use the library within the Sonja 
Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture, and do they find it to be an important part of 
their experience as a black student at a predominately white university? 
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Methods 
This research is qualitative because of the exploratory nature of the work and the 
specific population the researcher studied, based on the idea that it allows for a scientific 
way to understand social reality in a subjective manner (Wildemuth, 2009). The 
population studied on the campus of UNC Chapel Hill of African-American 
undergraduates is fairly small, with 1,445 students out of 17,655, less than ten percent of 
the total number of undergraduates The nature of this research also falls within the realm 
of research that “seeks understanding of specific situations and communicates that 
understanding through description” (Bradley, 1993).  The researcher used an inductive 
approach to analysis, making inferences from the data collected (Wildemuth, 2009). This 
approach was also chosen because of its focus on descriptions and expressions from 
subjects, which the researcher will use to gather answers to the research question 
(Wildemuth, 2009). The researcher attempted to understand the reality of this groups’ 
perceived values based on their usage of the library, by doing interviews and conducting 
in-depth analysis. The coding schema created before interviewing was broad enough to 
cover a range of possibilities for each interview question, and participants’ answers were 
placed in the schema so that they could be observed in comparison to other answers. A 
common problem within qualitative work is the inability to display data in a way that 
effectively shows the connection between the researcher’s implications and the data 
itself, which can be remedied through elaborate description (Bradley, 1993).  
The in-depth interviews the researcher performed were semi-structured, in order 
to obtain a variety of responses while still being able to explore consistent themes. 
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Interviews are different from other methods in that they not only obtain experiences, 
but also record how the participant interprets their experience (Schultze & Avital, 2011). 
Issues may arise in this format by having interactional problems, such as not facilitating 
understanding and having participants not cooperating with the researcher (Roulston, 
2014). These problems are said to be remedied through asking “good” questions in the 
“right” way or having an interviewer with “common sense understandings and everyday 
language skills” (Roulston, 2014). 
The number of interviews were based on the idea that qualitative samples are 
often small and taken until the responses reach saturation, where no new or conflicting 
information is provided (Bradley, 1993). The researcher selected a semi-structured 
approach in order to be able to vary questions when more detail is needed and to gain 
individual perspectives (Wildemuth, 2009). The interviews were audio recorded then 
placed in secure files for anonymity. After the transcription of these interviews, they were 
manually coded and the audio deleted. 
Six self-identified African-American or black students in undergraduate programs 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (a predominately white university) 
were selected to participate in the study. Students were defined as those currently 
enrolled in an undergraduate program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
and between the ages of 18-22. Based on a review of the literature, African-American 
students make up the most commonly studied group within university black cultural 
centers. Participants were selected by the researcher based on suggestions from the staff 
of the library in the center and from previous connections with students through personal 
networks. This comes from the method of purposive sampling, so that members of the 
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sample are chosen based on relevance instead of randomization (Bradley, 1993). Time 
was a limitation, and the sample was partially influenced by the researcher’s ability to 
complete the study in the time allotted. 
To analyze the data, the researcher looked for patterns in the responses of the 
interviews taken and made inferences based on the responses and background knowledge 
from the readings that were performed by the researcher.  
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Personal Biases 
As an African American woman who attends and is employed by the University 
of North Carolina, the researcher had a number of personal connections to the study. 
While shared racial and, in some cases, ethnic backgrounds may have improved rapport 
between the researcher and some of the participants, and give the researcher insight into 
some of the issues addressed by participants, it could also be a source of bias in data 
analysis. Additionally, the researcher had personal relationship with some of the staff 
within the particular library space that is being studied. Finally, the researcher was aware 
of the lack of coding reliability because of the decision to manually code as a solo 
researcher, an issue presented often in research on semi structured interviews (Campbell, 
Quincy, Osserman, & Pedersen, 2013). In order to combat these issues, the researcher 
asked an outside person with a different background to test her coding schema for 
reliability. There was an 81.8% match in coding, and so the researcher deemed that to be 
reliable. 
Ultimately, the researcher conducted six interviews with black undergraduates 
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. After conducting these interviews, 
the researcher placed answers in a predetermined coding schema to analyze patterns of 
use and ideas about the library and its impact on the acclimation and acceptance of black 
students. The demographics of the interviewees varied with regard to gender, age, and 
class year, with five females and one male, three seniors who were 21 years of age, two 
sophomores, one who was 19 and one that was 18, and one junior that was 20. The 
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interviewees’ answers were organized in the coding schema by numbers given to them 
by the researcher.  
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Results and Discussion 
1.4 Visiting the Library 
 All interviewees had been to the Stone Center Library at least once, and half of 
the students did not go on a regular basis and had only been a few times. For those that 
came less often, the main reason was that they found other places better for the activities 
they were planning to do, which mainly involved studying. Those who visited more 
frequently would go to work, for leisure, studying, or to visit the student workers. One 
student said they like to go for “just chillin after class”, which has implications for a more 
relaxed atmosphere and place to relax and unwind. They also reported things like 
downloading music or possibly taking a nap, which is demonstrative of their comfort in 
the space.  
The most frequent reason for visiting was to study for a class while sitting at one 
of the tables or the cubicles. However, most of the students did not find the library to be 
best place to study, citing the law school as better for its quieter atmosphere or the 
Undergraduate Library for the convenience of being open twenty-four hours most nights. 
Students mentioned the size and certain spaces as being good for studying. One 
mentioned the study rooms: “the room we had it was like huge, and me and my friend we 
like spread all of our stuff out so that was great.” 
Along with other reasons for visiting the space, one student visited to socialize 
with the friends that had working the library front desk. Since the desk at the Stone 
Center Library is mostly staffed by students, their friends may be pulled into the library 
to quickly socialize. Many of these student workers are black, and African-Americans 
may find it welcoming to have them as resources, and later on as friends.   
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1.5 The Library as Place 
 Overall, there was a positive view of the library when it came to the atmosphere 
and feelings the students experienced while there. Among the things mentioned was the 
physical space of the library. One student said, “it’s clean.. I think it’s one of the nice 
buildings on campus.” Another said, “it is so much smaller than like every library on 
campus.. Most of the time it’s not like as many people… like here [the Undergraduate 
Library] it’s like people fighting for study rooms.”  Another physical aspect mentioned 
was the displays in the library, with one student saying “it's nice to be surrounded by my 
history like, it just feels good being in here… just to be surrounded by so much history 
and like looking around like at the displays here in this library and seeing people who 
look like me.. it's just, it's really nice.” This student also said the saw the library as “more 
cultured”. These physical aspects of the place are an important part of what they feel 
makes the Stone Center Library a special place on campus, with adequate space and clean 
facilities. 
 Some students mentioned the atmosphere, by saying that it was quiet and  “it’s 
more intimate... I just think it’s comfortable.” Another mentioned “I like the vibe of the 
Stone Center, it’s always nice, it’s welcoming,” and yet another “it’s just a chill spot.” 
Students feel relaxed and the like the general feeling they have being in the space. While 
many students said they liked other places to study, one found that the Stone Center 
Library is “probably a lot quieter than any other library on campus, which is really good.” 
The “vibe,” or description of an atmosphere based on emotions, is important to 
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participants’ levels of comfort, and adds to the idea that these spaces are seen as 
comfortable to students in the African-American population.  
 
1.6 The People 
  Two students mentioned the employees and other patrons of the library. They said 
that patrons were more comfortable going up to the student workers and that “you’re 
always gonna see someone you know”. One was an employee at the library, so they felt 
comfortable talking to others they knew there: “I know the people that work here I know 
you know my boss, I'll sit there and talk to him.” Along with the people that are student 
workers, one student said they had asked for help from the staff before when browsing 
“where is the section of poetry, like things like that. And yet another said that “I might 
ask like what new books they have like if I go up.” Their comfort with the people and 
asking them for help is important to their feeling of inclusion by being able to ask people 
that look like them. All of the students said they would definitely ask for help if they 
needed it from the student workers, because “they're students just like me,” or “cause my 
friends work there.” The student who had asked for help before said that “I didn't 
particularly know the girl who was at the desk that day but I mean she seemed really 
friendly.” A student said that, “like there's pretty much only African-Americans going 
you know what I'm saying?” There is a familiarity in this, in knowing that someone you 
know will always be in the space makes you more likely to visit.  Students feel 
comfortable asking the people at the desk about using the space, which impacts how they 
feel about the space as a resource for them. The majority also said they would speak to 
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someone in person if they needed help, which shows a desire to physically be in the 
space. 
 
1.7 The Future of the Library 
When asked how they would feel if the Stone Center Library were closed down, 
most students had negative reactions. The most common words used were upset, mad, 
and sad. One student, however, had a different view, stating that “I don't know if I would 
be surprised because I don't really know too many people that go there, so I don't know if 
it's like a good use of funding but also at the same time I feel like it's a necessary 
resource.” With a lot of talk about closing centers at universities across the state, this is 
an interesting thought on how students see the library and the center as a whole. When 
asked if they would help efforts to reinstate the library if it was closed, with many “Yes, 
definitely.” Reasons for helping included that they cared about the library and found its 
existence important.  
Two students gave some hesitancy with possibly joining an effort, stating “I don't 
think I would push it as much… But if there was a way for me to help out, just like little 
things, I would try my best to like, make it known, that I would prefer it to be there kinda 
thing.” This student also counted time as a major reason for not participating in 
reinstatement efforts, saying “I think that's like, not one of my main concerns as of right 
now in this moment.” Life as an African-American undergraduate student can be stressful 
because of the burden to be both a student and a minority. Minority status stress is a 
certain type of stress related to ethnic background, and can include ethnic 
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underrepresentation and exposure to racial discrimination (Greer & Brown, 2011). If a 
student spends time trying to justify their existence on campus, they have less time to 
simply be a student.  
Another was more concerned about how the effort would be run, saying “I would 
definitely want to see their plans… I would want to see how they would go about it. um, 
and like if we sat down and we mapped out a plan and we, and we saw like, I agreed with 
every step that you were doing, then I would be fine with it.”  The dedication shown from 
wanting to be a part of the plans in case the library showed is evidence of the care that 
many other students also mentioned. The majority of students willing to participate in 
efforts to keep the center library open is important to how they view the center as an 
important part of their overall college experience 
 
1.8 Impact as a Black Student 
 One question asked was of there as anything you received at the Stone Center that 
one could not get anywhere else. One student answered, “the comfort of being in a center 
that recognizes you and realizes how important you are to this campus.” This idea of 
comfort is important for a black student in a predominately white environment. Feeling as 
if they have a place to go and feel comfortable can lead to more positive feelings when 
dealing with the pressures of college life.  
The final question during interviews was if the Stone Center Library made 
African-American students feel more acclimated to or accepted by their college campus. 
There were mixed feelings among the participants, with a variety of ideas as to why or 
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how. One student said “I mean, it adds to it, but it's not something… I don't know. I 
guess so. I never really thought of it without the Stone Center.” Many students think of 
the Stone Center as one entity, and not as individual spaces such as the library, the art 
gallery, the office space, the dance studio, or the multipurpose room, because they are all 
located in the same building. This makes it more difficult to determine whether the 
library itself has an impact on life as a black student unless they have a special 
connection with one space in the bulding. 
One student stated that “that this is here for us but not just for us, like for our 
history.” They see themselves connected to the library as a place that demonstrates not 
only the current black students, but represents those of the past, and the Stone Center 
Library is a physical manifestation of the struggle that black students face when on 
campus. Another said that the collection is a large part of why they feel more accepted: 
“knowing I can go to the Stone Center Library and stumble upon something already in 
that realm, it kinda makes me feel..a little more.. included.” This combination of history 
and current usage of the collection makes the library an important part of the experience 
of black students on campus. 
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Limitations 
There were many limitations in this study. The small sample size is appropriate 
for a qualitative study of a small population, but is not generalizable. These results are 
also only from one university and one black cultural center library, of which there are not 
many in existence. The selection of the students was also mainly done through purposive 
sampling, which means that while the researcher had close personal connections with 
only one student, the lack of random selection may not give a clear picture of accurate 
thoughts from the whole campus community. The time span in which this research had to 
be completed also hinders the work.  
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Further Research Considerations 
There are many implications for further research that can be done based on this 
study. A survey may be conducted to gain a higher volume of general thoughts on the 
Stone Center Library, and to gain a more general perception. More interviews can be 
done with students asking similar questions to discover more reasons for their feelings 
about the Stone Center and its library. This study can also be modified and used at other 
universities that have black cultural centers and libraries to see if students have similar 
ideas across campuses. Lastly, the library in the Stone Center is not only used by 
students, so asking minority faculty or staff about their thoughts would contribute useful 
data to this research. 
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Conclusion 
Ultimately, while the library is seen as an important space, there is still some 
hesitancy as to whether it is an important part of the black experience at UNC Chapel Hill 
as an undergraduate. The population seems to be split as to the level of importance of the 
Stone center Library. Most students felt welcome and took ownership of the space, and 
took value in the culture and history preserved there. However, others are less willing to 
fight for and support the space and feel that it should be better utilized. For some students 
who may need a place of comfort or a familiar face, it does the job well. But it could be 
better in the level of outreach that they do and their engagement with students early so that 
they more students can see it as a valuable resource. On the other side, it may be evidence 
of students who do not need the comfort of a black cultural center to be accepted or 
acclimated to their campus.  
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Appendix 
1.9 Appendix A- Interview Script 
Intro: Hello, thank you for participating in this study. As you know, this is about black 
undergraduates’ view of the Stone Center Library. This study has been exempted by the 
IRB and should take no longer than 30 minutes. There should also be no risks for you and 
no personal information will be attached to this interview. Do you understand and give 
your consent to be interviewed? 
1. What year are you in? Age? Do you identify as either black or African-American? 
2. Have you ever been to the Stone Center library? (Y or N) 
a. (If yes) How often and why? 
b. (If no) Why not? (skip to question 7) 
3.  What do you normally do when you come to the library? 
a. Why? 
b. How? 
c. Are there better or just as adequate spaces to do ____? Where? Is the 
Stone Center your first choice for this activity? 
4. How do you feel about the Stone Center Library when you come in? 
a. Why? 
5. Have you ever asked the staff for help while in the space? Why or why not? 
6. Would you ask the staff for help if you needed it?  
a. Why? 
b. How? 
7. (If no to question 1) What do you think the Stone Center Library is used for? By 
who?  
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8. Is the Stone Center Library different from other libraries on campus? (Y or N) 
a. Why? 
b. Is there anything here you cannot get anywhere else? 
c. Are there any special moments or instances you have had in the space? 
9. If the administration announced that the Stone Center Library was closing, what 
would be your first reaction? 
10.  Would you participate in any efforts to reinstate the library? Why or why not? 
11.  Do you feel more accepted by or acclimated to your college climate because of 
the Stone Center Library? Why? 
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1.10 Appendix B- Consent Form 
 
Consent Form 
Purpose of the Study: 
The purpose of this study is to examine the use and feelings about the library located 
within the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill by the African-American undergraduate community. This will 
further the literature on the importance of belonging for African-American college 
students and how library spaces designed for this population influence the college 
experience for African-American students. This study is not endorsed by the Stone 
Center or its library. 
 
What Will Happen During the Study: 
Participation in this study will take approximately 30 minutes, in which you will be 
interviewed by the researcher about your use and perception of the library within the 
Stone Center. You will not be compensated for your time. 
 
Privacy: 
Your identity will not be recorded for the study and no personal information will be 
recorded or saved for the study. 
 
Risks or Discomfort: 
We are not aware of any discomfort or personal risks you will have from being in this 
study. 
 
Your Rights: 
You have the right to refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time without 
penalty. 
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1.11 Appendix C- Recruitment Email 
 
Seeking African-American undergraduate students for a study about the use of the library 
at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture.  
 
In our study, we will be evaluating the use of the library and its impact on the 
undergraduate experience for African-American students for a library science master’s 
paper. This will be done through an interview that will take no more than 20 minutes of 
your time and whose procedures have been approved by the IRB. It is for research 
purposes only and is not endorsed by the Stone Center or its library.   
 
For more information, please contact: 
Mea Warren, UNC MSLS Candidate 2015 
Email: mariw@live.unc.edu 
 
